
               Society for Bright Future is a National NGO
pioneering in disaster management that was
established and registered in 2008 under the vision
2016 scheme. It is a specialized and dedicated
National organization that works in the field of
Emergency Relief and Rehabilitation. SBF has been
striving to develop an ability to deploy emergency at a
moment's notice. In the past, SBF has quickly
responded to natural calamities in Bihar, Assam,
Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, and Uttar Pradesh by providing
First Aid supplies, shelter, blankets, water, food, and
other basic survival materials.  The Emergency and
Relief program of SBF includes providing survival
items like food, water, clothes, shelter, and medical
care during emergencies. It also organizes various
training programs for the volunteers and general
public in order to make them prepared for disasters
and cope with the same. The SBF Rehabilitation
program includes the handicapped assistance
program, reconstruction of the affected population
and employment assistance, etc.
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                           Society of Bright Future is one
of the social work agencies which is working
pan-India. They have done such good work
during disaster also and after the disaster also
they are going out of the way and helping poor
people the way they are doing I pray from Allah
that they should be blessed and should
continue doing such a good job all the time.
People like these types of society are very rare,
there are people who work for themself, but
there are very few people who work for others.
These are such people who work for others,
therefore, I request all of you please appreciate
them and try to help them as much as you can.

Col. Safdar Zafar, (Retd).
Director Alshifa Multispeciality Hospital, 
New Delhi
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ACTIVITIES

Winter Relief Program

Assam - North Punjab Chhattisgarh

17,000 blankets 
Distributed in 19 States

             In the freezing nights of December & January, when the entire Country owns their sweaters,
monkey-caps, and mufflers with a hot cup of tea but there are few under-privileged who cannot
afford even a blanket. So, Society for Bright Future has started a blanket distribution program. We
have distributed 17,000 blankets across the Country to the needy once.
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Training Workshops on Disaster
Management

              Disaster in life never knocks before the appearance, but the impact appears
to be very drastic and intense over the society in various ways. Thus it is very
necessary to create awareness about disaster management and tricks to tackle
disastrous situations, among the students in their early age of the journey towards
being a responsible citizen. So, the Society for Bright Future organized 2 Days State -
Training Workshop on Disaster Management at 2 different palaces one in Kakrala,
Badaun, UP West, on 13th &14th January and the other in Gorakhpur, UP East, on
30th & 31st January. 100+ Volunteers participated in these Training workshops and
also got Certificates. Mr. Suresh Kumar, Civil Defence  Provided Training in both
workshops.



Clothes collection
and Distribution

            Even though the winter is welcomed by the privileged wealthy people by
colourful  pashminas and festive moods, it brings a lot of suffering to the poor
people of our country.  Sadly, many poor people in our country cannot afford to
buy warm clothes for winter. So, the Society for Bright Future–  organized a Clothes
Stall in Khazanchi Haat, Purniya, Bihar which was commenced on 21st January and
still going on. In this SBF volunteer playing a leading role by collecting and
distributing new and old clothes among the underprivileged people.

                                   I am very happy that society for bright future doing a
wonderful job every year across India In fact I say pan-India whether it is Assam,
West Bengal, Bihar where ever their presence is there and they are doing a lot of a
good job for the society, poor and distressed people and it’s my pleasure to be
among them with the Young volunteers who are always present in the tuff time
whether it is Lockdown, Flood, Extreme winter & Earthquake every time there
presence is there. So, I request you all please try to help them as much as you can. 

,,

Dr. Mohsin Ali
Professor, Jamia Millia Islamia

- Zulfequar Ali, State Convener, Bihar



               The flood ready model village a visit to Bandia gaon,
Pub. Mangaldoi district Darrang Assam was taken place from
18th January to 23rd January 2021. A preliminary visit to
Bandia Gaon, Bandia chapori, and nearby areas has taken
place. The visit and the survey was observatory, the whole
village was explored and collect the local history of flooding
and mark the flood inundated areas. The linear pattern of
settlement along the road and the wetlands was observed.
The vernacular style of architecture was observed. The
dwellings made up of local and temporary materials like tin,
bamboo, wood, mud, etc. The dwellings are single-storied
which do not share common walls with adjacent buildings.
The erosion sites were visited near the Tangini River that
eroded by the recent floods and loosens the embankment.
The Tangini River was crossed by the boat and found the
highland which was also eroded and shrinks to almost half of
its actual size. The pub. Mangaldoi Jr. College where the flood
relief camp organized during floods was also visited.

Disaster Ready Model Village
(DRMV)

,,

Muazzam Ahmad Naik
Secretary, Society for Bright Future

                 Living by the famous quote "being kind to yourself and be kind to
others". The journey of Society for Bright future is progressing in fulfilling its
defined mission to serve humanity. SBF is playing a crucial role in society.
Society needs such initiatives to full fill the commitment of managing the
disaster. SBF assets are honorable and selfless volunteers across country.

- Dr. Shahnawaz Khan
Research Analyst, SBF



vOLUNTEER CORE ACTIVITIES

General Health Camp

Covid-19 Awareness 
"Rooko Tooko Campaign" Plantation Program

Traffic Rules Awareness Rally Blood Donation Camp

General Health Camp Organised in Muzaffarnagar, UP West on 26th January 2021,
more than 500 patients benefited from this camp.  

SBF- Madhya Pradesh Organized a Traffic Rules Bike Rally
in Jabalpur on 24th January, more than 25 volunteers of

SBF also Participated in this Bike Rally.

SBF- West Bengal Organized a Blood Donation Camp
on 19th October, more than 50 People Donated their

Blood in this Camp.



         E-89, Hari Kothi Lane, Abul Fazal Enclave,
Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 

BE A VOLUNTEER
1.     REGISTER
Provide all requested personal detail in the online volunteer form.  Provide the request supporting
documentation.  
2.     TRAIN WITH US
Our Volunteers Are Required To Undergo The Volunteer Induction Program Before Any Mission
Deployment.
3.     DEPLOYMENT
Volunteers will be deployed for domestic missions.
4.     DEVELOPMENT
More humanitarian aid capacity and competency training opportunities will be planned and conducted.
5.    UPDATE PROFILE
Volunteer should update their profile in there are any changes of personal from time to time

"HAR KADAM SWACHTA KI OR"
          SBF is going to launch a nationwide one yearlong campaign on the title of "HAR KADAM SWACHTA
KI OR" None of us denies the importance of cleanliness. The Prime Minister of India launched a
campaign called Swachh Bharat Abhiyan in 2014.  Corporates under the aegis of Corporate Social
Responsibility contributed to Swach Bharat Kosh 'as well as collaborated with non-profit organizations
to expedite and expand the mission.  Therefore, the SBF as an experienced grassroots organization
realizes the gravity of this mission and intends to collaborate with CSR to execute a sanitation drive at
100 different locations across the country to a make responsible contribution. Therefore our objectives
of this campaign are;

+917290074380
+917290007485
info@sbfindia.org
sbfindia@gmail.com/sbfparivar/societyforbrightfuture /SocietyForBrig1

www.sbfindia.org

UPCOMING PROJECT

1. To clean the hot spot of the targeted community.  
2. To raise collective awareness in the community about the consequences and benefits of
clean public spaces.
3. To involve the local youth and community people in the drive and create role models out of
them.
4. To contribute to the goal of mission of Clean India and healthy community.

HIGHLIGHTS


